2021 Comstock
Presented by
VEGAS SKEET ASSOCIATION
The Officers and Members of the Vegas Skeet Association together with the Clark County Shooting
Complex would like to welcome you to the 2020 Comstock. We are looking forward to hosting you this year and
hope your experience will be a memorable one. This will be the fourth year having this event at the CCSC and
hope to make it the best yet. Las Vegas enjoys the best food and entertainment that is available so please don’t
miss out during your stay with us.
We hope you have a great shoot.
VEGAS SKEET OFFICERS:
President…………………………………………………………………………………………… Anthony Alaimo
Vice-President…………………………………………………………………………………… Ray Walker
Secretary/Treasurer…………..……………………………………………………………...Robert Donovan
Director………………………………………………………………………………………………Rick Curtin
Director………………………………………………………………………………………………Les Coleman
SHOOT COMMITTEE:
Shoot Director…………………………………………………………………………………..Robert Donovan
Scores / Shoot-Offs…………………………………………………………………………..Anthony Alaimo/Ray Walker
Chief Referees…………………………………………………………………………………..Ray Walker

Event Fees
EVENT ENTRIES

TEAMS

$55 Per Hundred

Team Event Entry (each person)

$6

$22—Targets
$6—Fees

PURSES/OPTIONS

$5—To Class

Optional Class Purse

$10

$2—Champ

Optional Concurrent Purse

$10

$1—Runner Up

Oklahoma Options

$15

$7—Referees

Lewis Class Purse

$10

Handicap Option

$10

2-Man Team Purse (each)

$5

General Information
IMPORTANT INFORMATION - PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
REGISTRATION
Registration will be open Friday, Apr. 9, from 9 AM–5 PM; Saturday, Apr. 10–Sunday, Apr 11, from
8 AM–12 PM. All shooters must arrange to register during these hours or online via MySkeet.
Please check your classes and concurrents BEFORE leaving registration! Any shooter who is “misclassed” and
not corrected prior to shooting an event will FORFEIT ALL PURSES AND OPTION MONIES! NO REFUNDS WILL
BE GIVEN. Class corrections will be made when necessary but no further action will be taken. It is the sole
responsibility of the shooter to verify their classes before leaving Registration.
1. Competitors registering for four guns must shoot at times scheduled on their assigned rotation.
2. Shooters participating in less than the entire four-gun program will be scheduled as near to their requested
time as possible.
3. Shooters desiring to enter any or all events separately run the risk of not shooting all events. Separate entry
shooters are not eligible for any HOA event.
4. Entry for any HOA event requires registration and payment of entry fees for all involved events prior to firing in
the first gauge of the event the shooter wishes to enter.
5. Shooters who have not registered one hour prior to flight time of the first event they are scheduled to shoot
may be removed from ALL assigned squads and times. All or part of the advance deposit will be subject to
forfeit. Upon request, such shooters will be resquadded at a later time if space is available.
6. Concurrents, Options and Purses must be entered before the event is held.
7. Anyone entering an event for which they are not eligible will not be given a refund if the error is not discovered until after
they have shot the event.
ELIGIBILITY
1. All participants must be current members of NSSA in good standing. Membership applications will be
accepted at the shoot. New shooters with previous experience in other clay target sports will be classified in
accordance rule V-A-12.
2. As required by NSSA Rule V-B-1, shooters must present their classification/shoot record card with all scores
shot prior to current date properly and legibly recorded.
3. Only those minors who present written consent from parent or guardian will be allowed to accept money prizes or enter
optional purse events. Minors whose scores entitle them to a part of the purse will receive trophies equivalent in value to the
purse won.
PAYMENTS
Cash, Checks & Credit cards accepted.
RV SITES
The Shotgun Center offers a 1st Class “Bare Bones" RV Park. There are 80 pull-through sites with 30 and 50 amp full service
hook-up. Rental fee is $30.00 per day.

Limited ammunition is available for purchase at the Shotgun Center Building. Reloads are allowed. Refer to NSSA Rules and
Regulations I-B. Sales of ammunition by anyone other than property management is strictly prohibited. Shoot-off ammo will be
available for purchase in the Shotgun Center.

SHOTGUN STORAGE
Secure storage is available from April 09–April 11, 2019 to shooters at a cost of $5 per day per gun and
may be paid for at the Shotgun Center.

PRACTICE FIELDS
Practice fields will open one hour before the first flight each day and will be available throughout the day unless required for
Events. The cost is $6.00 per round paid in cash.

SHOOTING PROCEDURES
Current NSSA rules will be used throughout the tournament unless otherwise stated in the Official Program or
posted in the Registration Office.

FLIGHT TIMES
EVENT
Friday Doubles
1:00PM
2:30PM
Saturday 12 Gauge
Saturday 20 Gauge
Sunday 28 Gauge
Sunday .410 Bore
ROTATION 1
9:00 AM
1:00 PM
11:00AM.
3:00PM
ROTATION 2
11:00AM
3:00PM
9:00AM
1:00PM

Squads will not be called. It is the shooter’s responsibility to be at the correct field at the correct time.
Shooters missing their scheduled squad run the risk of not completing the event. Upon request, such shooters
will be rescheduled if space is available. Shooters must check their scores before leaving the field in accordance with NSSA
Rules II-A-8-c and IV-D-13.

SHOOT-OFF PROCEDURES
All ties for Open & Concurrent Champion, Runner-up & Open Class places involving purses will be shot off. All other places will
be determined by event long run. 2 man teams & Champions only are shot off.

PROTESTS
Winners’ lists will be posted daily and will include all winners. Protests or corrections must be presented to Shoot Management
in the Registration Building before 11 AM the day after the event is shot. Protests must be filed in accordance with NSSA Rule VI
and will be ruled upon by the Protest Committee.

PAYOUTS OF PURSES AND OPTIONS
All purses and other payments will be made by check and mailed at the conclusion of the shoot. Checks for
awards totaling more than $600 will not be mailed until we have been provided with signed a W-9 form including the shooter’s
Social Security number and complete mailing address.

REFEREES/BRILEY VOICE RELEASE
This tournament will use professional referees. The Briley Voice Release, known as “The Wand,” will be available
on all competition fields. Squads will have the option of voice release or manual referee pulls during
regular competition. A voice-release system will not be used for shoot-offs. Calls made by the referee will stand
unless presented to the Protest Committee for review.

OTHER INFORMATION
1. Comstock Shoot Management reserves the right to alter or cancel any part of this program if conditions warrant.
Management decisions are final.
2. In accordance with NSSA Rule II-E, Shoot Management may elect to refuse the entry or cause the withdrawal of any
contestant whose conduct, in the opinion of the Shoot Management, is unsportsmanlike or whose participation is in any way
detrimental to the best interests of the shoot.
3. Spectators and contestants assume all risks resulting from accident or loss of property occurring on Clark County property.
4. White Flyer all orange targets will be used during all events.

GENERAL INFORMATION (CONT.)

CLASSIFICATION
1. Current NSSA classification rules will be enforced throughout this tournament.
Classifications set forth below will apply.
2. A classified shooter may declare up in class to any class above his/her current classification.
A new shooter may declare upward to AA but not AAA.
3. Individual classifications set forth below will apply.
4. Teams are not required to shoot shoulder to shoulder.
5. Shooters’ Doubles average will be included with averages for the other four gauges to determine
their average for the HAA Event. The table printed below will be used to determine class.
6. Computation of HOA or HAA average for shooters who are not a "Classified Shooter" in all
gauges will be based on their current New Shooter and/or Classified Shooter averages. A
shooter who has never shot registered targets in any one of the required gauges is not
eligible to enter these events.
7. An individual's HOA class and HAA class will not be lower than his/her lowest gun class.

OPEN INDIVIDUAL CLASSES

Class

Doubles

12 ga.

20 ga.

28 ga.

.410 bore

AAA
AA
A
B
C
D

.9700 & over
.9500—.9699
.9100—.94999
.8500—.9099
.8000—.8499
Under .8000

.9850 & over
.9750—.9849
.9600—.9749
.9350—.9599
.9000—.9349
.8550—.8999
.8549 & Under

9825 & over
.9700—.9824
.9450—.9699
.9100—.9449
.8550—.9099
Under .8550

.9800 & over
.9650—.9799
.9400—.9649
.9050—.9399
.8550—.9049
Under .8550

.9650 & over
.9450—.9649
.9100—.9449
.8600—.9099
.8000—.8599
Under .8000

E

.
Class

HOA

HAA

AAA
AA
A
B
C
D
E

.9781 & over
.9638—.9780
.9388—.9637
.9025—.9387
.8000-- .8499
.7925- . 8524
.7924 & Under

.9765 & over
.9610—.9764
.9330—.9609
.8920—.9329
.8420—.8919
.7820—.8419
.7819 & Under

LEWIS CLASS PURSE
There will be THREE CLASSES in the Lewis Class Purse, regardless of the number of entries offered in all Events (except
HOA);Doubles, .410, 28, 20, 12 Gauge. This system is based on the final scores as they are posted when the shoot has been
completed and gives every contestant an equal chance to win, no matter what their shooting ability.
REMINDER: Your NSSA classification has nothing to do with your “class” in this Lewis Class purse. Your class for this optional
purse will be determined solely by the rules below.
ENTRY FEE: $10 per event
High Gun - 3 Places, each class split 50/30/20
When all the shooting has been completed, the scores are listed in numerical order from the highest to the lowest. They are
divided into as many groups as there are classes.
For example, if there were 30 entries and 3 classes, there would be 10 scores in each class. The highest score in each class
would be the winner. Since there will often be odd numbers of entries and tie scores on the dividing line between the classes,
the following rules have been established:
1.Where a short class is necessary, due to odd entry list, the short class or classes shall head the list.
2. Where the line of division falls in a number of tie scores, the contestants are assigned to the class in which the majority of the
scores appear.
3. Where an equal number of tie scores appear on either side of the line, contestants shall be assigned to the head of the lower
class.
4. Where the original division is changed, due to tie scores, this change shall apply only to the classes directly affected and the
original division shall continue in the other classes.
For example, a shoot containing a 100-target program in which there are 5 Lewis classes and 33 contestants. Since the short
classes
are placed first, there would be 6 shooters in Class 1 & 2 and 7 shooters in Classes 3, 4 & 5.

The final scores are arranged from highest to lowest and the lines drawn in between the classes.

OPTIONAL PURSE EVENTS
OPTIONAL CLASS PURSE

Entry Fee: $10 per event
Rule V-A-14 applies.
Payouts will be based on number of ENTRIES and will be paid according to High
Gun method (ties divide).
Entries Payouts
1 - 6_____________________ 100%
7 - 15____________________ 60/40
16– 25___________________ 50/30/20
over 25 entries___________ 40/30/20/10
OPTIONAL CONCURRENT PURSE

Entry Fee: $10 per event.
Payouts same as optional class purse listed above.
OKLAHOMA OPTIONS ON 50s
Offered in all events except HOA. (Top scores split). Note: $5 of each entry placed
on each of the 50s within an event.
Entry Fee: $15 each event,
Payout: High Gun
HANDICAP OPTION
Offered in all events except HOA. (Top scores split).
Entry Fee: $10 per event
Payout: High Gun

TODD BENDER B,C,D, & E HANDICAP EVENT

Todd Bender of Bender Skeet Clinics is donating $500 to a 12 gauge handicap event for shooters in B, C,
D, & E classes. Any shooter in those classes and shooting the 12 gauge event is eligible.
Entry Fee: FREE
B Class will receive 4 TARGETS
C Class will receive 6 TARGETS
D Class will receive 9 TARGETS
E Class will receive 12 TARGETS
After shooting the handicap for your class will be added to your score.
All shooters having a score of 100 will be in a shoot off.
B Class will receive 2 MISSES
C Class will receive 3 MISSES
D Class will receive 4 MISSES
E Class will receive 6 MISSES
Payouts:
1st Place________________________$250
2nd Place_______________________$150
3rd Place________________________$100

DOUBLES EVENT
FRIDAY, APRIL 9
100 TARGETS
$ 600 GUARANTEED MONEY

White Flyer
ENTRY FEE
$55, includes fees.
Competition in NSSA classes AAA, AA, A, B, C and D; plus concurrent events.

GUARANTEED MONEY
Champion----------------------------------- $400
Runner-up----------------------------------- $200
Third----------------------------------------- 1st Place in Class

CLASS PURSE
$5/per participant in class
1 - 6------------------------------------------- 100%
7 - 11----------------------------------------- 60/40%
12 - 20--------------------------------------- 50/30/20%
More than 20------------------------------ 40/30/20/10%
Payouts will be paid according to shoot-off placement, if applicable.
Otherwise, long-run rule applies.

OPTIONAL PURSES
Class Purse---------------------------------- $10
Concurrent Purse—————————$10
Lewis Class Purse ------------------------- $10
Oklahoma Option (on 50s)—----------- $15
Handicap Option--------------------------- $10
See page 6 for explanation and details of optional purses.

12 GAUGE EVENT
SATURDAY, APRIL 10
100 TARGETS
$ 600 GUARANTEED MONEY

ENTRY FEE
$55, includes fees.
Competition in NSSA classes AAA, AA, A, B, C and D; plus concurrent events.

GUARANTEED MONEY
Champion----------------------------------- $400
Runner-up----------------------------------- $200
Third----------------------------------------- 1st Place in Class

CLASS PURSE
$5/per participant in class
1 - 6------------------------------------------- 100%
7 - 11----------------------------------------- 60/40%
12 - 20--------------------------------------- 50/30/20%
More than 20------------------------------ 40/30/20/10%
Payouts will be paid according to shoot-off placement, if applicable.
Otherwise, long-run rule applies.

OPTIONAL PURSES
Class Purse---------------------------------- $10
Concurrent Purse—————————$10
Lewis Class Purse ------------------------- $10
Oklahoma Option (on 50s)—---------- $15
Handicap Option—————————$10
See page 6 for explanation and details of optional purses

20 GAUGE EVENT
SATURDAY, APRIL 10
100 TARGETS
$ 600 GUARANTEED MONEY

ENTRY FEE
$55, includes fees.
Competition in NSSA classes AAA, AA, A, B, C, D and E; plus concurrent events.

GUARANTEED MONEY
Champion----------------------------------- $400
Runner-up----------------------------------- $200
Third-------------------------------------------1st. Place in Class

CLASS PURSE
$5/per participant in class
1 - 6------------------------------------------- 100%
7 - 11----------------------------------------- 60/40%
12 - 20--------------------------------------- 50/30/20%
More than 20------------------------------ 40/30/20/10%
Payouts will be paid according to shoot-off placement, if applicable.
Otherwise, long-run rule applies.

OPTIONAL PURSES
Class Purse---------------------------------- $10
Concurrent Purse—————————$10
Lewis Class Purse ------------------------- $10
Oklahoma Option (on 50s)—---------- $15
Handicap Option—————————$10
See page 6 for explanation and details of optional purses.

28 GAUGE EVENT
SUNDAY, APRIL 11
100 TARGETS
$ 600 GUARANTEED MONEY

ENTRY FEE
$55, includes fees.
Competition in NSSA classes AAA, AA, A, B, C and D; plus concurrent events.

GUARANTEED MONEY
Champion----------------------------------- $400
Runner-up----------------------------------- $200
Third-------------------------------------------1st. Place in Class

CLASS PURSE
$5/per participant in class
1 - 6------------------------------------------- 100%
7 - 11----------------------------------------- 60/40%
12 - 20--------------------------------------- 50/30/20%
More than 20------------------------------ 40/30/20/10%
Payouts will be paid according to shoot-off placement, if applicable.
Otherwise, long-run rule applies.

OPTIONAL PURSES
Class Purse---------------------------------- $10
Concurrent Purse—————————$10
Lewis Class Purse ------------------------- $10
Oklahoma Option (on 50s)—---------- $15
Handicap Option—————————$10
See page 6 for explanation and details of optional purses

.410 BORE EVENT
SUNDAY, APRIL 11
100 TARGETS
$ 600 GUARANTEED MONEY

ENTRY FEE
$55, includes fees.
Competition in NSSA classes AAA, AA, A, B, C and D; plus concurrent events.

GUARANTEED MONEY
Champion----------------------------------- $400
Runner-up----------------------------------- $200
Third------------------------------------------- 1st. Place in Class

CLASS PURSE
$5/per participant in class

1 - 6------------------------------------------- 100%
7 - 11----------------------------------------- 60/40%
12 - 20--------------------------------------- 50/30/20%
More than 20------------------------------ 40/30/20/10%
Payouts will be paid according to shoot-off placement, if applicable.
Otherwise, long-run rule applies.

OPTIONAL PURSES
Class Purse---------------------------------- $10
Concurrent Purse—————————$10
Lewis Class Purse ------------------------- $10
Oklahoma Option (on 50s)—---------- $15
Handicap Option—————————$10
See page 6 for explanation and details of optional purses.

HOA EVENT
SUNDAY, APRIL 11
100 TARGETS
$ 1000 GUARANTEED MONEY

Must enter HOA Event to be eligible for guaranteed money and awards. However, you do not need to play the HOA Event to be
eligible for HOA Concurrents. Held in conjunction with and based on the four gauge events. 400 Registered Targets.

ENTRY FEE
$10
Competition in NSSA classes AAA, AA, A, B, C , D and E. For method of computing shooters’ HOA classes (including classes for
new shooters and previously classified shooters)

GUARANTEED MONEY
Champion----------------------------------- $650
Runner-up----------------------------------- $350
Third------------------------------------------- 1st. Place in Class

CLASS PURSE
$10/per participant in class
1 - 6------------------------------------------- 100%
7 - 11----------------------------------------- 60/40%
12 - 20--------------------------------------- 50/30/20%
More than 20------------------------------ 40/30/20/10%
Payouts will be paid according to shoot-off placement, if applicable.
Otherwise, long-run rule applies.

OPTIONAL PURSES
Class Purse---------------------------------- $10
Concurrent Purse—————————$10
See page 6 for explanation and details of optional purses.

HAA EVENT
SUNDAY, APRIL 11
100 TARGETS
$ 1000 GUARANTEED MONEY

Must enter HAA Event to be eligible for guaranteed money and awards. However, you do not need to play the HAA Event to be
eligible for HAA Concurrents. Held in conjunction with and based on the 5 gun events. 500 Registered Targets.

ENTRY FEE
$10
Competition in NSSA classes AAA, AA, A, B, C , D and E. For method of computing shooters’ HAA classes (including classes for
new shooters and previously classified shooters)

GUARANTEED MONEY
Champion----------------------------------- $650
Runner-up----------------------------------- $350
Third------------------------------------------- 1st. Place in Class

CLASS PURSE
$10/per participant in class
1 - 6------------------------------------------- 100%
7 - 11----------------------------------------- 60/40%
12 - 20--------------------------------------- 50/30/20%
More than 20------------------------------ 40/30/20/10%
Payouts will be paid according to shoot-off placement, if applicable.
Otherwise, long-run rule applies.

OPTIONAL PURSES
Class Purse---------------------------------- $10
Concurrent Purse—————————$10
See page 6 for explanation and details of optional purses.

THANK YOU
TO OUR SPONSORS!

